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2 Days Classic Chengdu Tour

Code：LCT-CP-2D-01

Duration：2 Days

Attractions: Chengdu Panda Breeding Base, Jinli Street, Mt.Qingcheng

Overview: If you have planned several days in Chengdu, you must take this tour. Except the

panda, what most people come for, Chengdu houses many other historical and natural sites that

worth visiting. Chengdu used to be praised as A Land of Abundance, but do you know why? Come

and visit Dujiangyan Irrigation System will enable you to know how this great work contributed to

the local agriculture. Then, go to Sanxingdui Ancient site to have a general ideas of the prosperous

Chengdu used to be dating back to Three Kingdoms Period. In the second day, you will climb on

the Mt.Qingcheng and have a leisure time close to nature.

Highlights:

1. Actually see the cute pandas and get to interact with them if you want;

2. Taste the world-famous Sichuan Cuisine.

3. Get to enjoy the Mask Changing Magic if you choose;

4. Embrace the nature by hiking in the Mt.Qingcheng;

5. Be amazed by the irrigation system that had been built by ancient people here- Dujiang

Irrigation System.

Detailed Itinerary

Day 1: Giant Panda Breeding Center, Sanxingdui Site, Jinli Street

09:00 a.m: Meet your local tour guide at your hotel lobby and begin your tour.

09:30 a.m - 12:00 p.m: Visit the very highlight of this trip - Giant Panda Breeding Center. This

huge institution replicates the natural habitat of the giant panda and is dedicated to preserving and

increasing their population so they will not become extinct. You will have chance to see cute

pandas and may get really close to some pandas and photograph them.

12:00 -13:00p.m: Enjoy lunch at a local restaurant.
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13:30 - 15:30 p.m: Visit Sanxingdui Site. Located in Guanghan city, this site has a history of 3000

- 5000 years. It’s the largest site representing ancient Shu State found in southwest China. It

covered a long history and a variety of perspectives of Shu land.

16: 00 - 16:40 p.m: Stroll in Jinli Street and further experience the life in old times. You may also

find a tranquil place to sip a cup of tea while enjoying the old Mask Changing art.

17:00p.m: Return to your hotel for rest.

Day 2: Dujiangyan Irrigation System, Mt.Qingcheng

09:00 a.m: Get ready and start your second day tour in this amazing land.

10:10 a.m - 12 p.m: Drive an hour to visit the Dujiangyan Irrigation System. Praised as the

“Originator of the Culture in Irrigation Work”, the Dujiangyan Irrigation System is located in the

west of Dujiangyan City, next to Min River. It is also the oldest and the only existing majestic

irrigation system in the world still on duty, representing a great technological achievement of

ancient China.

12:00 - 13:00 p.m: Enjoy lunch at a nice local restaurant.

13:20 - 16:00 p.m: Have a stop inMt. Qingcheng. It is one of the birthplace of Taoism (an

indigenous religion in China) with more than 20 Taoist temples, emitting an intense flavor of

religious culture. Towering 1,260 meters above the sea level, the Mount Qingcheng is a place with

serene and peaceful breath--the graceful pavilions, melodious tweet, high-rising trees, quiet

streams and meandering paths, all of them form a harmonious atmosphere.

17:00 p.m: Come back to Chengdu hotel for rest.

What’s Important:

What’s included:

Air-conditioned vehicles with experienced driver.

Licensed Chinese- English bilingual speaking tour guide.

Entrance fee for sites mentioned

Bottled water.
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What’s not included:

Meals

Personal expenses or private entertainment items in sites.

Tips or gratuities for guide and driver if we did a good job(recommended)

Accommodations

What to take: smile and a relaxing heart.

Good to know:

1. Please comply with the regulations inside the Panda Breeding Center and do not use flash when

you take pictures.

2. Please keep quiet when you walk by the nursery room, do not disturb baby pandas.

3. Do not temp to touch or feed pandas.

4. It’s recommended to arrive at the breeding center early to see pandas playing with each other

outside.

5. As our customer, your time is very valuable to us. We will never take you to any factories or the

shops for shopping.

6. For lunch, we will take you to a nice local restaurant, where you can enjoy the local food with a

fair price. Please inform us about your food preferences in case you have any allergies.

7. A regular day tour will last 8-9 hours. If you want a tour with a duration exceeding the working

period of our tour guide and driver, we need to charge you for your extra hours with the standard

of 100 RMB per hour.

8. The tour we provide you are based on days, not the hours. A regular day tour will last 8-9 hours.

In case you only need our service for over 6 hours yet less than 8 hours in one day, we will consider

it a day tour.

9. Please be aware that your itinerary is changeable anytime. Whenever you want to adjust it, we

will help you with that.

10. What we provide are high-quality private tours, you will be only with your families or friends.

There are no other people joining your tour.
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FAQ

1. Do you provide Food tour in Chengdu? We would like someone to take us around and look for

food.

Re: yes, we have food tour in Chengdu. Just let me know which hotel you are staying at and when

you would like to do it.

2. I want to learn how to make Mafo Tofu. Is there anyone who can help to arrange this?

Re: You are asking the right person. We have cooking class in Chengdu that involves local market

visiting, Chengdu local dishes teaching and making. You will learn a lot about Chengdu cuisine

during this short trip.

3. Is E’mei Mountain far from Chengdu?

Re: Yes, it’s a bit far to get to E’mei Mountain if you are staying in Chengdu. We suggest you stay

one night on the mountain before you come back to Chengdu again.

4. What kind of car will I have?

Re: It depends on your group size. For group size of 1-2 people, you will be offered with a sedan car.

For group size of 3-4 people, you will enjoy a van with 7-seat. While 14-17-seat van will be in service

if there are 5-8 of you. When your tour group size is larger, 33-seat coach or bigger will be offered.

5. Can the tour guide accompany us to have dinner and help us order?

Re: The working time for the tour guide and driver are 8-9 hours. If you finished your tour rather

early, our tour guide can certainly help you until you get to dinner. Otherwise, you will need to pay

extra for their overtime work.

6. We would like to see Mask Changing Show, can you arrange?

Re: Yes, we can arrange. Just let us know in advance.
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